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SPIN DETERMINATION OF FISSION RESONANCES

G. A.”Keyworth

LoY Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

Ten yeare ago, Eric Lynn notedl) that understanding of the neutron cross
sections of the non-fisaile nuclei seemed fairly complete through meaeuraente and
complex potential models. He then explored the question of how far a similar pro-
gram could be carried out for fissionable nuclei. Since the theory most funda-
mental to the understanding of fission c!roeesections at low neutron energies is
the channel theory of A. Bohr,2’ Lynn examined the energies and nature of those
internal nuclear states aesociatcd with the transition of the nucleuc through the
fission barrier, the fiesion channels. He concluded at that time that under-
standing of this basic theory was far from complete, if not even somewhat siuper-
ficinl, due largely to a luck of pertinent measurements. Unfortunately, although
considerable effort has been expended to make relevant measurements and to pursue
complex modele, our underspending of the properties of the fission channele has
been only little improved in the last ten years.

In the Bohr theory, the transition qtates or fiseion channels are collective
in nature and characterized by the total angular momentum J, the parity m, and the
projection K of J on the nuclear symuetry axis, assuming that the nuclear shape
during the passing of the eaddle point remains axially symmetric. These channels
are aesumed to occur in baude, corresponding to particular modes of collective
motion, and each band ie characterized by the came K value and parity. Within
each band, thera are a number of different J valuea. An open f:esion channel is
one which is buth energetically available and has the same ~ as the compound
nucleus.

Probably the most straightforwardapproach to understanding the nature and the
role of these fission channela is in the direct observation of S1OW neutron fission
resonance. Ideally, one uceds to determine the channel quantum numbers, W and K,
the resonance parameters, ~, I’n,I’f,and I’, and the detailed behavior of the
fisaior products. iIn particular, onc H11OU1 etudy the prompt neutrons, the distri-
bution of fragment masses and energies, and even the total neutron and y-ray
cncrgles, for each fiseion resmancu. Although broad in scope, these measurements
are presently feaaible for a variety of fiasinnable nuclei. Availability of
intense puleed neutron sources and, as we will show later, advances in cryo8enic
technology presently permits observation of the most elueive of theee quantities,
the chnnnel quantum numbere. In this paper, wa will examine both the present
etate of available information on the channel quantum numbers for reeonance fission
und the most urgently needed additional experiments. Although a wealth of
information pertaining to resonance parameters in fissi.onablcnuclei exists, very
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few measurements pertaining to channel quantum numbers have
discussion in this paper will necessarily rely heavily upnn

2

been made. The
the alignment

measurements of Pattenden and Postma and upon the po?krlzation results from an
experimental progmm conducted jointly by Los Alamos and ~ak Ridge ecientinta.

FXPERIMENI’ALTECHNIQUES

A rather vast amount of effort has been expended in the past to determine the
spins of fission resonance. Any detailed and complete dlsclumtun of the tech-
niques employed would necessarily be lengthy. 13riefly,tho variou~ techniques
used may be divided into two basic classifications. The first jncludas the dlrecL
methods, which encompass both the polarization techniques where a polarized target
and a polarized beam are used and the mathod of using the total und scattering
cross sections to determine the atacistical weight factor, ~. The clam of
indirect methods includes all other techniques usti to infer the spin of the
fission resonances. Among those techniques are: 1) level interference eEfccts in
elastic scattering and radiative capture, 2) y-ray transitions and multlpllcitien,
3) fission width distributions, 4) prompt neutron and y-ray emission, 5) f:l~;sion
fragment mass asymmetry and kinetic energy distributions, and 6) the ratio of
ternary to binary fission

Of the two direct methods, each haa a disadvantage. The ma.(nditiudvantagcnf
the polarized target and polarized beam technique is its extreme complexity.
Although the results are simple to interpret, i.e. resonances of one J value mu
diminished while the resonances of the other are enhanced, the experimental tech-
niques and apparatus are formidable. Although this method 1s a virtually
Infallible method for distinguishing between s-wave resonances of different Hpln,
care must be taken to determina the correct abaolutc ~pin values. ‘A’hesingle
method which haa been succeasEully employed to produce significant polnrl~ation ill
fiuqionable targets uses the hyperfine splitting in ferromagnetic aynlxsaa. This
hyperfine field, which may be several hoe, interactswith the nuclear magnetic
nioment,V, to produce the nuclear polarization. However, the aifinof the mafxwtit:
moment ia frequently unknown and the direction of the hyperfine field may be”either
parallel or antiparallel to the applied field. Usually, aufEicient information
exists, either from M6asbauar measurements or from model calculations, to determine
the signs of M and tha hyperfine splitting. In addi~ion, tho behavior ot the
obse~ed reaonancea, such-ae the spacing ~r width diatrlbution, may
determination of spin values. A fnrther indication of the absolute
in the approximate expression relating the polarized crons section,
unpolarized cross section, Uo:

up = Clo(l+ flfNfn)

Here fn is the polarization of the incident neutron hewn, fN in the
tha target, nnd fI Is a spin-dependent factor given by:

permit nbaolute
spin is folmd

‘P‘ to the

(1)

pol~rtzation of
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Clcurly, the enhancement or dtiinution of a resonance is Srenter for the J - I - 1/2
ca::c. With suf[iciunt nuclear polarization and with a rea:xmably low valua of the
tar~et cpln 1, this di9tlllcthjnpermits determination of the absolute value of J.

Thl!mothol!of using tlw total and scattering cross scctiona is difficult if
m/l’ << 1, a conmon occurrence for fisstnmblc nuclei. Compiriaons betweem spin
afisi~nmcntsiII2~5U3~ und in 237Nph1 by the t-m direct methods show little better
than r:~ndoma~reement. due presumably to the low ratio of m/i’.

A gcnernl luck of consistent sp’.,lassi~nmants for roeonances in fimaionabla
nuclei by the various indirect methods wuld by itself lead one to doubt these
Lccllnlquus. Nowcver, an exccllcnt cxi’mplufor a detailed comparison batwem such
assi~:nmentsand those from a polarized bmm and cargct ex)lerlmcnt exists in the
heavily ~tlu,llcdFl~SbM 23%1 + Il. This comparison is detaild in Ref. 3 but we will
rcvlcw tht?basic results. Gellt?rally,i’.grccmenlbetween the s?in aemlgnments from
th: Jndirect lcchnique~ and from the polarization cx erimentn me nearly random
with a single interesting cxccption. Four groupss-eVIof ex crimenturs attempted to
a~sign apinn to low energy radfut.ivecapture ranonancc8 in 35u by examining the
dwexcithtlon ‘f-rays. Three of these four maasurcments arc in poor agreomcnt with
the polarization cxperlmcnt while the work of Corvl et alS’ is in psrfect agree-
riwnt,fur tho:lelimital cnscs which they utudied. The remtinin~ indirect tach-
nlquvs nppcar to De Icss fruitful, rxcvpt in spccinl cases such an 23% where the
ground Ntatc spin is 1/2. Only twn K-b,mds exiwt, @ and 1+, with the @ channel
bclng fully op~’nnnd L!UJ1+ only jt~rLiiilly open.

The K-V;IIUC of a flu~ion resonance of known J ❑ay bc directly determined by
rwnf:urlugthu un~ulnr dlutrtbution of fisulon fragments from an aligned tnrget.
SuclIa meas(i~enuntwas iattemptcdoriginally by Dabba M al” and later by Pnttendot
ilnd l%strna’”’on 235u in crystals ok U02 Rb(t/03)2,and by Kuikan et d*’~’a’ on
z.i~~ and 2a7Np in the snme Cv8t~l. All these cxperimmts ware handicapped by the
I.OWthermal cwwhctivlty of the hoet crystals with a resultant low degrae of
ill.lgnmcnt.This problem mny be surmounted by ueing an intermetallic compound which
uxhlbits antiferromafincttwm. In Huch a compound. the rolativuly high thermal
comltictivltywill permit one tn reduce the tumperatura low enough to achieve a
cufflcicnt dcgr~tcof alignment to unambi~uously as~ign K-values to fiaaion
rcfionancea. In prlnciplc, th~timenmrement should be considerably simpler than
the spin dcterminution expcrhwnt which requires both a polarized beam und a
polari.zcdtarfiet.

EXPERINE~AL RESULTS

Pr~wcntly, unnmhiguous spin ae~ignmrnts for resonnncc~ in
fisshl cxi::ton]y for 235u, 237Np, nnd nlthough somewhat more

slow neutron-induced
ambi~uous, for 23~Pu.
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and (211)IJ4- B,a,$ + R4U4$.

U,* - 0J4NJ - A4N4)/(A314 - n3t’@ (M)

and ~4# = (A3N4 (W)- t)3N3)/(A3ht, - B3A4)

In Fius. 1-6 theme quantltiam are plotted for tlm ancrltyrangw~ H-46 aV, whmrc Lhc
resonances are rrsolvrd, and 200-260 cA’, whmrv tho reaonancoa nra unrcnolved. ?1]1s
annlyticnl tachniqua hna greatly fnctlltated tha anmlyalti in both retlann. One can
mtmply assign ~pin~ frcm exomlnntion of th~ pluts. Uming thi~ turhnlquu, thesp
racent dntn MIWJWclearly the ex~otence of previously unrasolvmd ovtirlnppint ICVLOIS
of dlffcrcnt spin, an cxampllflod by r.he structure nunr 35 cV.
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Spin -3

12

Energ~4(eV)

rceonancc ntructure

16 18 - 20

in the fimion of 235U +n

anerpy in the eacr%y rtinge Croa 8 to 20 eV. Note
the prc+awwc of thu-very weak rcs&ance-with J = 3 at 9 cV. Thiv
resonance has nut b~!cn soon previously due to the mauking effect
of thr two rcstmoncm at 8.8 nnd 9.3 cV, each with J = 4.

in Fig. 5, wc h:w plotted N ntafrmtcp distribution of spacM@ fo: rcemancas
with J = 3 find J = 4 bcltw 360 all. Thu dlscributions Iwe conwant slope up to
GO A’, nnd the raljo of (IIU nlop.’a iM cloue to what me expects if the level
dcnsltics CIreproportional to (2J + 1). “fhissu~geate that few Iovele are miemd
l~aht~60 wV. WY nFpLlrd LIIC/13CL*SLof DyHm and Mehta”] which also indicated
clu~tfow l~wcls arc minticd. By ~cquirinfi tlmt the A

{
~tatintic : {cc with the

V.IJK rmxlictcd USIUC the (3musjim (lrtho~cml llnttcmbc of llyaon~
e we found

prolmble po~ltion~ for tl~e~c fcw mis9ing lcvaln. WiCII thie technique, we arrived
nt tlw rocommcndcd avcra~u spacing of 1.153 CV nnd 0.896 eV for Chc J - 3 and J = 4
Cni:(’11,rexpcctivcly. This implies a total of 119 levels bclou 60 d. Ae an inde-
pmndont chuck, we :Ipplieda miBniIIglCVC1 test which ia bnsod upon two afisumptlons:
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24 2G 20 30 3i

Energy (eV)

resonance structure in the fission of 235U + ,,

energy in the energy ran~e from 20 to 32 e’:.
Fig. 2. Spin-wparated

versus neutron
Note the doublet cnmpowd OF a resonance with J = 4 at 26.4 CV
and another with J = 3 at 26.55 W. Althnugh a comparison of
the cnpture end fismion cross sections does indicate two nllghtly
dieplaccd levels, this doublet has not been previously reported.

1) the neutron width distribution is Porter-Thomas,and 2) the widths larger than
(r~)/4 are accurately known. With these nmnlmptions, and the resonance parameters
for 235U of Reynolds,15] we estimate that there arc 110 1 10 levels below 60 cV,
in reasonable agreement with the estimate from the A3 test. We thus feel confident
that we have identified and asnlgned spins to a compl.cteset of re~onances in 235IJ
IIol.ow60 cV. The number of lCVCIS which arc mis~cd in the usual type of measure-
ment, in which the spine are not eeparatcd, seem to be tiubslxmtiallylower than
the statletical analysis of Gorrisonic) would ind~cnte. We also ncc no evidcncc
for a very large number of misdn~ levels as suggested by Felvinci et al.1’~ For
cner8tes up to 350 CV we have asstgned npins to mo~t of the observed structure,
although most individual resonances above 200 CV are unresolved.
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Ncta the separation-if the compl~-structure in the vicinity
of 35 w.

Two setd of rcwnmce parameters reuulting from aniltilevelanalysia of total
and all measured partial crone sections are available: 1) those of Smith ●nd
Youn~~o) for ENDF/D-111, and 2) those 01 Reynolde for ENDF/B-V. Using the Smith
nnd ;oung f~snion widths, wo calculaku (r )3- - 0.179 ev and (rf)4- - 09090 QVD
whe-t:caafrom Rcynold’s parameters we Get ()rf 3- = 0.220 eV and (rf)4- = 0.098 ●V.
TII1:: discrepancy can be attributed to the different vulues for the radiation widths
of (1’ ) = 0.0355 CV determined by Swith nnd Young IA (r ) = 0.012 eV aemmed by

1 xReyno.ds. The Bohr-Wheeler estimate, modified for a dou lc-humped barri~r, 10
expressed by

(4)
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?QQ 210

Fig. 4. Spin-separated
neutron energy

220 230 240 250 260
Energy (eV)

strllcturcin the fission of
235.b + n versu~

Im the energy range from 200 to 260 eV.

wllcren corrcapomls to the number of open channels. llsi~ this expression, wc
arrive at fissio.kwidths of (rf)3- = 0.092 eV and (1’f)4- = 0.071 eV for ~ii~h open
cl:auncl. The results of the two multilevel anulyscc are consistent WIC4 npproxl-
nately two open channels for J = 3, or mcm if the channels arc only partially
open, and with no ❑ore than onc fully open channel for J = 4 rcsontinccs.

Mditional information regarding the configuration Of those fission chmnels
101 data on tlw an~ular distributkmmuy be gleaned from the PnttencIc!~and Postrna

of fission fra~enta from alignefl235u. ‘l’hisangular di~trlh~tlon may be exprcsmd
as

w(e) - 1 + ~ Anfn(I)Pn(cos O)
n even
n<21

(5)
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Fig. 5.
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Energy(eV)
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(lbnervcdreaonancc spncing distribution in (23% + n) below 360 eV.
Dutn po:tntagive the number of levels having a resonance energy less
than the energy ~hnwn on the abscissa, and correspond to the tips of
the ~tairs in the usual etair~tep plot. The solid lines rspresent a
fit to the data points below 60 eV, and show the expected (2J + 1)
slopL?.
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‘eff
a4

= 3 + -——0 +U
34

(6)

where c3 and
A plot Of A2
represents a

U4 are the spin-3 and Bpin-4 cross ~ectlans used in hIu. (2a) and (2b).
vcrsua J=ff 1s alwwn in Fig. 6. The aoltd ltne in the figure
least-acnmrea fit to the data and may be uucd to infer the avrrmte.

v~:lueof A2 for pure spin-3 resonances (Jeff = 3.0) and for puru ~pin-4 resonances
(Jcff = 4.0). We thus obtain (A2)J.3 M 1.22 and (A2JJ.4 = 2.01. Knudng that the
(J,K) * (4,0) channel is forbidden bccausoof parity conscrvatton and recalling tlto
assumptions frm above on the number of open channels for each *pin St:tte,VC MOY
as~’umethat ~he two lowest channels, (J,K) = (4,i) and (.%,2),urr npcn. Knowing
the A2 value for eech (J,K), we may calculate the cuntr;l]uLlon from P:ICII chmmcl.
If for the average fission wjdths we tnkc the wan of the avera~cs from ChL! twr)
nUlktk!ve~ CUtOlySeS, WC? ~et (rf)J-3 = 0.20 ev and (if) -4 = ().094CV.

t
For the J-4

resonances, we determine (r )J
ff

_ 4*1 = 0.075 eV and l’f~4,2= 0.019 cV. Th1s
implies that since the (J,K =’ 4,1) channel 16 fully open, the (3.1) chnnml. should
also be fully open with a fieaion width of .096 eV. Solvlng for the K - 0 and 2
channel widths, we get (rf}J K - 3 0 = 0.020 eV and (1’f~3,~- 0.0$4 cV. Howuvcr.
the assumption of (1’f)3,0= ~ and thus (rf}3 1 = (rf)q,z = 0.100 CV iM not incon-
nlstent with the errors involved. The surpcluing fact is that, although it.has
long been assumed that the channela open in order of asccndin~ K, followin~ the
sequence of octupole bands observed near the ground states of even-even nuclei.
Why the (J,K) - (3,0) channel ia either completely or nonrly completclv cl~aed Cm
presently only be anewercd hypotbatically.

Although we knw that the average behavior is consistentwith the above
explanation baeed on the fission channel concept, wc do not yet know whc~her K h
a conserved quantum number in fission. One notes in Fig. 6 that the points are
nearly uniformly distributed over a broad range of AZ values. Th”lsLmplics tlmt
tha ubse~ed angular distribution is not consistent with integer K-values, but
r%ther there is an admixture of the fission channels. ‘Howuver,one must be wary of
overinterpreting the Pattenden and Postma results due to the lack of well-resolved
resonances in this data.

The prereding discussion addres~es only the resolved region in 2%. It has

been suggested 20D21~ that tilefluctuation in the unrcso],vedregion relmlt from
local enhancement due to broad etatee in the second well of the double-humped
fission barrier. Keyworth et alh~ showed that for 237Np +n, the subthreshold
fiesion resonances corresponding to a einglc state in the second well all have the
same epin. If the structure in 235U + n involves a similar mechsnibm, then one
would expect a spin dependence.

..- .
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FIG. 6. The variation of A2 from Pattcndcn and Postma versus Jeffativ= =
3 +a4/(a3 +U4). The straight line shows a Iineor
leaet-squares Iit to these data. The open circles sb A2 data
for resonance structure, the closed circles data for the unreaolvod
region below 2 keV. nnd the plus signs data for the between-renonance
background regions reported by PattenGen and Postma.
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8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Energy (kev)

Fig. 7. Summed counts (spin”,;enhanced plus spin-4 enhanced count rates)
observed in the fission of (235u + n) versus neutron energy In
the energy range from B to 20 eV.

The fiesion cross section of 235U + n in the range 8 - 20 kdf is shown in the
plot of summed counte, N3 + N4, in Fig. 7. The large fluctuation are clearly
evident. However, the epin-eeparated data over the same energy region, shown in
Fig. 8, show minimal evidence for my spin dependence in the fluctuation, possibly
due to the poor ~tatisticnl accuracy. To test quantitatively for intermediate
structures we then pursued statistical teste on broad-bin averagea. Following
M’i.gnecoet al,zo’ we initiall carried out a Wald-Wolfowitz runs-distribution test
from 0.1 to 25 keV on Jeff - r)Jeff usin~ bins of 240 and 400 eV, and from 0.1 te
10 keV with bins of 65 eV. Although Migneco et al reported that this test gave
significant results when applied to ~f for 235u, the test applied to the polari-
z:,tiondatn gave reeulte consistent with a random distribution of spin. A similar
calculation of the acrfal correlation cocfficicnta of Jeff followed by a Wald-
Wolfowitz test on these coefficients again showed no significant departure from a
random distr:lbution.
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“8 10 -

Fig. P. Spin-separated
neutron energy

i2 - 14 - i6 - ie 2-o ‘

Energy (&eV)
I

count rates i.nthe fission of (23% + n) versus
in the energy rangefrom 8 to 20 keV. Mcept

for the cluster between 14 and 15 kdr, which is clearly ap~n 4,
it is not obvious that either of these curves correlate with
that s-n in Fig. 7.

Another teet, however, ehowed a more interesting result. We calculated the
correlation coefficient between the spin-3 data and the summed counte and between
the spin-4 data and tho summed counts, for broad-bin averages. The reaulta, shmrn
in Table I, imply that the observed structure is attributable to spin 4. Apparently,
there is still enough statistical erxor associated with the brcmd-hin averages that
it masked the effect when we used the usual tests for intermediate structura. We
do feel, however, that the reaulte shown in Table I are defilkttiveand show that
csmntialiy all the fluctuating part of the ~35U fiaaion crow section in the
refiionanalyzed has J-4. We thus conclude that thea~ polarization data give strong
support to the hypothesis that the fluctuations in the 23SIJfission cross section
me a snr.ond-ell phenomenon.
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CONCLUSIONS

Knowledge of the
235

U + n system has been substantially enhanced by removing
uncertainties in the resonance spins. For an understanding of the average properties,
division of the reeonancea into the appropriate spin groups permits an accurate
description of the cross section. Howover, understanding of the underlying fission
process remains incomplete.

For example, with this 6pin information, one may search for a dependence upon
J and K of the fission fragment mass distribution, fragment kinetic energy distri-
bution, and ~. Although available measurements of these quantities are limited in
resolution and scope, there is no clear evidence for dependence upon spin alone.
In fact, measurementai21022~ of Q over ~evernl of the larger resonances in 235U
clearly preclude a dependence of this quantity upon J alone. However, it has been
demonetrated2a~ that the (n,yf) process can account for the relatively large
flu~tugtions of ~ in 23gPu. Although the evidence24’ la less peruuaaive in the ctme
of ‘%, this prccess is
expect that the fragment
and K but the poor state
in existing ❑easurements

What is needed is a
initially in 23% alone.

probably involved in the ~ variations. One may WC1l
mass and kinetic energy distributions are dependcut upon J
of knowledge of K values coupled with the poor resolution
makes detailed interpretationtenuous.

coherent approach toward answering these questions,
Using the new time-of-flightfacility being implemented

at the Los Alamoe Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF), the Waapone Neutron Research
Facility (WNE), we are pursuing such an approuch. Using an antiferromagnetic
intermetallic compound of uranium rather than the puramagnetic crystals used by Datibe
and Pattenden and Poatma, we hope to achieve mlfficlent alignment of 235U with
sufficient resolution to determine tha K-vr,lue,or the admixture of K-valueB, for
each J-valuQ assigned in the measurements using a polarizad target and bcnm. Con-
currently, we will use the intense low ener~y neutron flux at the WNR facility to
determine the fragment kinetic energy distribution and the fra~ent mastidistribution
for the larger resonances in 235U. We expect that the result~ of these proposed
measurements, in conjunction with e~iating data, will provide answers to thoJe
queaitionnon 235U addressed earlier in thie paper.

TABLE I

Correlation coefficients and eignlficance levels for the cnrrolntion of
spin-3 and spin-4 data with structure in 235u of, from fl- 25 kcV. In this
table, the significance level is the prohnhility that the ohmmmd correltition
or larger would occur with a randomly selected sample.

Energy Range Bin Width Siuniflcancc Significance
(keV) (keV) MN3~~) P(N4,E) of P(N40X)of p(N3,E) _____

8.0 - 1004 0s12 -0.01617 %0.50 007048 0,0003
10.4 - 12.8 0.12 0.2148 0.18 0.6148 0,002
12.8 - 15.2 0.12 0.0889 0.35 0A315 0.05
15.2 - 20.0 0.24 0.1996 0.20 0.7111 0,0002
20.0- 24.FJ 0.24 0.2336 0.16 0.7443 o.of)ol
24.8 - :!4.4 0.48 0.2864 0011 0.8194 <0.00001
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